Call for papers

The theme of the colloquy is Developing Polar Networks: Ideas & Possibilities for the Future. The organizers are now calling for your abstract max 250 words and welcome papers on all topics that apply to polar libraries or information. In particular we ask colloquy participants to consider these topics:

- emerging and possible networks around polar information
- experiences and ideas around archiving polar research data
- availability of polar information through institutional and disciplinary repositories
- visibility and availability of (open) polar publications – polar publications from bibliometric and altmetric point of view
- using new technologies for promoting visibility and availability of polar information

You can submit an abstract for either oral or poster presentation. Please use the online submission system to submit your abstract:

www.ulapland.fi/PLC2018CallForPapers

Deadline for abstracts is 11 December 2017. Notifications of acceptance will be sent to the corresponding author by 15 January 2018. Accepted authors must register for the event and thus confirm their presentation by 12 February 2018.
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